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Although the needs of the American Jewish community have never been greater, so 
are the potential financial resources. Endowments, private foundations, government 
funds, and United Way allocations generate significant financial resources and must be 
included in comprehensive financial planning. In addition, the engine that drives the 
entire communed enterprise —the annual campaign —must be retooled to appeal more 
effectively to today's new donors. 

N o discussion of trends in American 
Jewish phdanthropy can ignore the 

enormous stresses and strains affecting 
Jewish life today. These pressure points 
and tensions affect Jewish philanthropy in 
general and communal fund raising in 
particular in various, often unpredictable 
ways. At the same time, the potential 
financial resources are greater than ever 
before. 

Health and social welfare services de
livered through Jewish community agencies 
are today heavily underwritten by public 
dollars. The philanthropic component of 
agency finances has become the critical re
mainder, enabling the provision of a greater 
extent and higher quality of service. Yet, 
the North American Jewish conmiimity is 
just at the threshold of massive efforts 
aimed at enhancing the quality of Jewish 
life and strengthening Jewish identity and 
affiliation. Too, tbe community is at the 
beginning of what will undoubtedly be a 
long process of estabhshing new, mature 
organizational and individual linkages be
tween Israel and the Diaspora. All these 
changes have significant financial require
ments and fiscal consequences. 

The UJA-federation annual campaign, 
with its fundamental base in tbe concept 
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of tzedakah and its operational base in 
volunteerism, is the engine driving the en
tire UJA-federation establishment. It is 
the training, the communal discipline, 
and the structure of the annual campaign 
that empower the entire communal enter
prise and have taught generations of 
American Jews to give and to give gener
ously. Yet, both its fundamental base in 
tzedakah and its operational base in vol
unteerism are facing strong challenges to
day. Even without these challenges, the 
funds generated by the annual campaign 
would be insufficient to meet the future 
needs of thejewish community. Meeting 
these needs requires retoohng the engine — 
the annual campaign. 

Yet, the resources of the federation are 
substantially greater than those generated 
by the annual campaign alone. Today's 
federation is a considerably more variegated 
enterprise than it was only a decade ago, a 
fact that must be recognized and acted on 
by federation professionals. Endowments, 
private foundations, government funds, 
and United Way allocations all contribute 
substantial dollars to the communal treas
ury. Each component must be guided by 
its own financial strategy, all of which 
must then be incorporated into a compre
hensive financial plan. 

This article reviews trends in Jewish 
philanthropy, focusing particularly on the 
differences between tbe traditional and 
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new donor, and then recommends how the 
very large potential resources can be cap
tured to meet the needs of the American 
Jewish community. Although the needs 
have never been greater, so have the po
tential financial resources. Linking the two 
is the challenge we face. 

T R E N D S I N J E W I S H P H I L A N T H R O P Y 

Although the annual campaign is still the 
dominant force in Jewish fund raising, it 
faces greater competition for Jewish phil
anthropic dollars, both from within and 
outside the Jewish community. In 1986, 
about 7 % , or $ 3 . 5 billion, of all philan
thropic contributions were made by Jewish 
donors (Kosmin, 1988). Yet, less than half 
of these Jewish dollars were donated to 
Jewish causes, a significant decrease from 
the two-thirds percentage in 1 9 7 1 (Kosmin, 
1988). This decrease can be explained both 
by changes in the typical Jewish donor (to 
be discussed later) and more intense phil
anthropic competition. In 1987, there were 
1 1 4 , 0 0 0 nonprofit groups vying for donors, 
two-thirds of which did not even exist in 
i960 (Kosmin, 1988). Barry Kosmin, direc
tor of research for the Council of Jewish 
Federations (CJF), concludes, "Relative to 
the growth of U.S. philanthropy, giving 
to Jewish causes has fallen since the early 
1970s. This relative decline has occurred 
despite the obvious success of project-
oriented giving and the flourishing endow
ment funds of many federations" (Kosmin, 
1988, p . 8). 

The annual campaign faces increasing 
competition for Jewish dollars from within 
the Jewish community as well. Institu
tional and capital campaigns, day schools 
and yeshivas, hospitals, Israel-based in
stitutions, and political activism groups all 
vie for funds. 

In 1987, federations raised $710 million. 
Close to 6 0 % of this amount was raised 
from 13 ,000 gifts and the balance ($2.59 
million) from 853,000 gifts. This repre
sents a net reduction of 1 5 % in the num
ber of gifts since 1974 (Kosmin, 1988). 

Yet, at the same time as the number of 
gifts to the annual campaigns has declined, 
federation endowment funds have been 
experiencing tremendous growth. In 1987, 
the federated endowments of 95 cities re
porting to CJF totaled close to $2. billion. 
In that year alone, over $430 million in 
new funds wc;re received, including $ 9 1 
million from investment earnings and cap
ital gains and the remainder from new 
funds. Yet, the endowment picture is not 
as rosy as it seems at first glance. Accord
ing to Kosmin, "Essentially, this [endow
ment funds] is not new money to the extent 
that it comes from a restricted pool from 
within our upper 300,000 households. Most 
of the endowments are given by known and 
long-time givers, ideal federation types. How
ever, endowments probably serve to atten-
tuate loss of dollars to Jewish philanthropy 
because they stop the clock in a particular 
generation" (Kosmin, 1988, p . 18) . 

Jewish private foundations have also ex
perienced tremendous growth over the past 
15 years. Nearly 7 % of all foundations 
with assets over $1 million or annual giv
ing over $100,000 are Jewish. Kosmin 
notes, "In proportion to population, Jews 
are 1 3 times as likely to establish a foun
dation dedicated to, among other causes, 
Jewish giving as Catholics are to their 
religious group, and Jews establish foun
dations at about ix times the rate for Pro
testant religious givers. . . . Entries for 
Jewish welfare are as common as medical 
research as a target of American founda
tions" (Kosmin, 1988, p . 1 3 ) . 

T H E N E W D O N O R 

For the traditional donor, a self-made 
businessman who lived through both the 
Holocaust and the rebirth of Israel, the 
pulls toward Jewish communal giving ex
erted by both Jewish tradition and the 
emotional impact of the events he had wit
nessed were strong. This donor responded 
emotionally and readily to relatively un
sophisticated campaign appeals. Making a 
contribution to the annual campaign was 
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seen as a direct fulfillment of the mitzvah 
of tzedakah. For the most part, the tradi
tional donor was will ing to follow com
munal priorities in expending the funds. 

In contrast, the new donor, born after 
the HolcKaust and the establishment of 
the state o f Israel, bas very different needs 
and motivations. 

Al though 3 6 % (approximately 9 4 0 , 0 0 0 ) 

of all Jewish households have annual in
comes over $ 5 0 , 0 0 0 , the actual pool o f 
major donors is not greater than 3 0 0 , 0 0 0 

households . Kosmin explains why the pool 
is so much smaller than tbe actual number 
of affluent households: 

This is because of some unique character
istics of American Jewish society in the 1 9 8 0 s . 

The Jewish income distribution is not as 
sharply pyramidal as the national profile. 
One ironic result of this is that many ap
parently affluent Jewish households have a 
psychological sense of relative deprivation as 
they measure themselves against even more 
successful relatives and neighbors. They are 
faced, too, by escalating real housing costs 
and escalating college tuition for their chil
dren. Some of their costs are self-imposed by 
their lifestyles, such as when they subscribe 
to the ethos of you are what you drive or to 
the high entertaining costs of Jewish simchas, 
which are a unique expense in themselves. 
Nevertheless, in a society where yesterday's 
luxuries are today's necessities, the amount 
of discretionary income available often can
not keep pace with even the increasing cash 
flow of two-earner Jewish households. What
ever the claims of economists or even moral
ists, many of these people feel financially 
strapped (Kosmin, 1 9 8 8 , p. 1 3 ) . 

In contrast to the traditional donors 
who lived primarily in large urban centers 
and who were concentrated in relatively 
few occupations, the new donors are geo
graphically dispersed and hold widely vary
ing pohtical, religious, and social atdmdes. 

There is little realization that Ametican Jews 
now constitute a diverse set of subgroups 
and the community is, in reality, many 
communities with different political, social, 
economic and religious agendas. In othet 

words, thejewish market is segmented, and 
seculat causes are often better placed for 
marketing in this new situation. The arcane 
world of Jewish fund raising is impenetrable 
to most American Jews, a large proportion 
of whom according to federation-sponsored 
surveys, have no idea of what a federation 
does (Kosmin, 1 9 8 8 , p. 1 7 ) . 

The pull of Jewish tradition is weaker 
for many of the new donors. The motiva
tion of performing the mitzvah of tzedakah 
is mixed with that of economic and social 
gain. More aware than their predecessors of 
the economic and social benefits of giving, 
the new donors seek tax and economic 
advantages from their contributions. Ac-
cofding to Neal Myer berg, director o f en
dowments at tbe UJA-Federation o f N e w 
York, 

Donors expect more from their charitable 
gifts than the warm feeling that charities 
hope motivates these contributions. With tax 
and economic issues of paramount impor
tance to today's contributots, charities now 
must see that their fund-raising programs 
involve "planned" giving. Providing fixed 
income for life, a place to "bank" future 
charitable dollars ot a secure financial retire
ment, charities must recognize that satisfy
ing their donot's need translates into majot 
gifts (Myerbetg, 1 9 8 9 , p. 5 6 ) . 

A final difference between traditional 
and new donors is the new donors' increased 
interest in designating where their funds wUl 
be going and then following their funds 
through the system. They are very con
cerned that their donations be spent effec
tively and efficiently; in colloquial terms, 
they are seeking the "most bang for the 
buck." 

Members of the generation of the tradi
tional federation giver can be motivated to 
continue their optimal giving throughout 
their lives and even to extend their 
tzedekah beyond their l ifetime through 
the federation endowment . A n d campaign 
endowments from the traditional donor 
provide necessary "gap funding" until con
temporary marketing techniques can be 
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developed to reach the modern generation 
of contributors. But what of their children 
and grandchildren.? 

RETOOUNG THE ENGINE 

Given the new donor psychology —the 
sense of psychological deprivation, the 
motivation of self-interest, the segmented 
community, the desire to designate funds 
and to see them spent most efficiently — 
and the widespread competition for the 
philanthropic dollar, can the engine of the 
annual campaign be retooled to meet these 
challenges? Consider these questions raised 
by Norbert Fruehauf, director of planning 
at CJF: 

We must ask ourselves whether the um
brella campaigns of federations have hit a 
plateau in market penetration? Have our 
current strategies and tactics reached about 
as many people as possible given curient 
population and demographic patterns and 
attitudinal and behavior patterns? How can 
we increase total numbers and levels of con
tributors? Out fund-raising messages do not 
convey urgency or pressing needs — they 
focus on community-building, enhancement 
of Jewish life—the theme of the usual, reg
ular and sustaining (Fruehauf, 1 9 8 8 , p. 4 0 ) . 

Yes, the engine can be retooled by build
ing upon its major strength—its credibility— 
and by incorporating cauuously the concept 
of designated giving. 

Credibility 

The credibility of the UJA-federarion 
structure is derived from the efficiency and 
effisctiveness with which it fulfills its fund-
raising, financial administration, planning, 
and agency relations functions. In turn, it 
is this credibility that enables the UJA-
federation structure to raise funds so suc
cessfully from the annual campaign and 
endowments. This ciedibility is responsi
ble for the annual campaign's high status 
in the philanthropic marketplace. 

The results of the annual campaign are 
monitoted closely on Capitol Hill and are 

the single most important measure of the 
UJA-federation enterprise. When this rec
ord of fund-raising success is combined 
with our agencies' excellent track records 
in delivering service, the federation's abili
ty to work in partnership with the public 
sector is enhanced greatly. Today, public 
dollars fund the major share of Jewish 
communal health and senior adult services. 
Yet, it is only by the dynamic interaction 
of these public fiands with the core admin
istrative budgets of the Jewish agencies, 
which are funded by Jewish philanthropic 
dollars, that government grants can be 
used for service delivery. Too, most fed
erations serve as the bank of first resort for 
their agencies, often providing non-interest-
bearing cash flow advances of several mil
lions of dollars in any one fiscal quarter 
while notoriously slow-paying government 
agencies delay payment. The government 
recognizes the vital role played by the 
UJA-federation structure in maximizing 
the effectiveness of public dollars. 

Just as the federation structure enjoys a 
high degree of credibility in the public 
sector, so it has a similar status in the 
United Way system. United Way leadership 
sees the federation as the central address of 
the organized Jewish community and its 
efficient delivery of services as an impor
tant contribution to its overall community 
service framework. As a result, federations 
continue to garner greater net allocations 
from United Way at a time that the per
centage of Jewish contributions to United 
Way has decreased. 

And of course, federation's credibility 
within the Jewish community enhances its 
fund-raising abilities. Amid the news of 
philanthropic scams and vastly inefficient 
fund-raising operations, the federation's 
reputation is a very strong asset. 

The credibiliry and the business-like 
manner in which federations raise, account 
for, manage, and expend their funds pre
sent a basic market opportunity that 
should be explored more fully. I know of." 
several instances where donors seeking to 
establish a supporting foundation began 
giving at the major gifts level to the an-
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nual campaign. As federations change to 
become more business-hlce, to make their 
evaluation methods more rigorous, and 
conceivably eliminate obsolete agencies 
and programs that no longer have valid 
claims to Jewish communal support, ctedi-
bdity among major donors will grow even 
stronger. 

The importance of the credibility factor 
cannot be overemphasized. Building on it, 
the annual campaign package can be made 
more attractive. Most annual campaigns 
lament the absence of a clear and com
pelling message to motivate theit work. 
That message is simple —the annual cam
paign is the donor's window on the Jewish 
wodd. Marketing what the community 
does with the funds raised, while empha
sizing the efficiency and effectiveness of 
service delivery, is essential. So is more ag
gressive advertising. As in a feedback loop, 
more successful annual campaigns will re
inforce the growth of endowment funds, 
Jewish foundations. United Way alloca
tions, and governmental funding. 

Designated Giving 

Designated giving, which is an integral 
part of the United Way allocation system, 
is a concept that is receiving increasing at
tention in thejewish philanthropic com
munity. Although designated giving is 
clearly responsive to the new donor psy
chology, it has dangers, as noted by 
Donald Feldstein: 

Des ignated g iv ing , wliicii lias just been 

tfitust on the U n i t e d W a y system by politi-

tical ptessutes, could be the u n d o i n g of 

federated ph i lanthtopy in the J e w i s h c o m 

m u n i t y as it has b e g u n to hutt the Uni ted 

W a y . If individuals contribute to any one of 

a list o f agencies ot causes and then that is 

d is t t ibuted by the fedetat ion, then the fed

etation is nothing mote than a bank ot a 

temporary holding company fot contribu

tions. T h e distinction is subtle but ctitical. 

O n one h a n d , we have a variety o f techni

ques which petsonalize input and decision

m a k i n g in choice in cont t ibut ing a tound 

ptiofities and needs established by c o m 

m u n i t y process. O n the other h a n d , w e 

have an invitation to des ignate by each in

dividual contr ibutor , which complete ly u n 

does the notion of citizen p l a n n i n g a n d 

dec is ion-making on ptiotities. W e need to 

define ways to exploit the fotmer wi thout 

falling into the lattet (Feldstein, 1988, 

P- 76 -77 ) -

Yet, designated giving, if channeled ap
propriately without undoing the communal 
basis for federation giving, can be a very 
valuable tool in attracting sizable contri
butions from today's generation of donors. 
It represents a tremendous opportunity 
for endowment funds in particular. Tbe 
planned giving approach of donor-advised 
endowment funds provides multiple op
tions from which the donor can choose 
and stdl be in accord with community 
priorities. Increasingly, the donor's first 
gift to thejewish community is an endow
ment, which is later followed by sizable 
contributions to the annual campaign 
(Myerberg, 1 9 8 9 ) . These donor-advised 
funds also fulfill the function of linking 
future generations to the Jewish community 
as the heirs are bound by the donor's Jewish 
charitable preferences. 

The key to effective donor option pro
grams is to meet the donor's objectives 
while staying within the bounds of com
munity priorities. Feldstein notes, "One 
can select a number of priorities, program
matic or capital in nature, and invite con
tributors, particularly major contributors, 
to do extra giving for these causes" (Feld
stein, 1988, p. 16). 

A number of federations have already 
begun experimenting with such an ap
proach. One new idea is the field-of-
interest endowment fund; for example, 
the creation of large communal scholar
ship funds, such as Los Angeles' Fund for 
Jewish Education or New York's Gruss 
Fund. Endowments fot capital facility 
development, such as Chicago's Continu
um program, also provide opportunities 
for donor designation beyond the annual 
campaign. Other designated endowments 
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provide some permanent corpus and sub
stantial annual contributions that supple
ment federadon allocadons to local agencies. 
By so doing, they not only fulfill the donor's 
desire to be mote directly involved above 
and beyond his or her annual campaign 
gift but they also meet the community 
priority-setting objeaives to which Feldstein 
referred. Furthermore, such endowments 
strengthen the bond between federations 
and their beneficiary agencies by enabling 
the federations to fulfill more of their 
financial resource development responsibility 
at a time when the growth of annual cam
paigns barely covers increases in the cost 
of living. 

Analogous projects on the international 
level provide opportunities for overseas 
designation, including Project Renewal, a 
spectrum of options within the Joint Dis
tribution Committee, and one hopes in 
time, within the priority framework of the 
Jewish Agency in Israel. There are plans 
on the dtawing board for a community or 
several communities to join together with 
other Jewish philanthropic organizations 
to make an impact on one problem or one 
region of Israel. Such areas as regional 
development would provide an exciting 
opportunity for the kinds of hands-on par
ticipation desired by the new donots. 

CONCLUSION 

The needs of the Jewish community con
tinue to glow. Yet, the potential financial 
resources are immense to meet those 
needs. Linking the rwo, however, is not 
simple. It will require broadening the 
scope of fedetation financial resource 
development, building creatively on the 
campaign base and the business-like ap

proach that federations contribute to 
volunteer sector management. Compre
hensive financial planning is required that 
will take into account the interplay of an
nual campaign proceeds, funds available 
from endowment funds—either restricted, 
donor designated, or unrestricted —and 
contributions from philanthropic funds 
and supporting foundations. Also requiredi 
will be the retooling of the annual cam
paign built upon the concepts of credibili
ty and designated giving. Enhancing the 
credibility of the annual campaign will 
have a spillover effect, strengthening fed
eration's other fund-raising programs and 
its ability to secure governmental and orher 
privare sector funds. By broadening the 
scope of resource development and retool
ing the annual campaign we will be confi
dent of meeting the challenges ahead. 
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